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8000M
K8000M Multi Mode Wireless Keyboard
Switch among multiple devices

BT 3.0, 5.0 and 2.4G

Supports Windows and Mac dual system key 
function

Multimedia Hot Key

Compact and fashionable for office with multiple 
computers/pads



9900M
9900M is a Multi-mode Wireless 
Ultra-slim Keyboard and Mouse
Intelligently switch among multiple devices 
Switch between Bluetooth 3.0, 4.0 and 
2.4G Ultra-slim floating chiclet keys 
Precision on multiple surfaces Fully 
adjustable DPI sensor Eco-friendly 
rechargeable battery



EV200 SILENT
EV200 Silent Optical 
Mouse wired
With ergonomic structure 
design, your palm can 
naturally and vertically grip 
it on the side, effectively 
reducing muscle fatigue 
and improving comfort of 
use
DPI 800/1000/1200/1600 1



EV250 SILENT
EV250 Wireless Optical 
Mouse – wireless
With ergonomic structure design, your 
palm can naturally and vertically grip 
it on the side, effectively reducing 
muscle fatigue and improving comfort 
of use

DPI 800/1000/1200/1600,quick switch



NK1800
NK1800 wired Keyboard
SPILL RESISTENT

Laser carved keycap Spill-resistant design 
Anti-oxidation sealed membrane



V150
Backlit Mechanical Gaming Keyboard 
& Optical Gaming Mouse
Metal cover, suspension type keycap design Mix-
colored backlight with adjustable brightness Conflict-
free design for all keys Ergonomic design to suit for 
right hands Onboard memory, save and play LED Multi-
color light system with 16 million colors around mouse



VT200
VT200 Wired/Wireless 
Gaming Mouse
Ergonomic design with 8 programmable 
buttons Onboard memory, save and play 
Adjustable real-time DPI button Accurate 
navigation LED Multi-color light system with 
16 million colors

Rapoo VT series. It has extremely powerful 
performance, super comfortable grip, suitable 
for professional e-game players and high-end 
game players



VT950PRO
VT950PRO Wired/Wireless Gaming 
Mouse

Wired and 2.4 GHz wireless modes

V+ Wireless gaming technology (1ms response 
speed;10m+ wireless transmission performance; FPC 
independent antenna, adaptive signal enhancement, 
frequency conversion gear adjustment, Nordic low power 
chip) Wired and 2.4 GHz wireless modes PAW3395Game 
optical engine, Accurate navigation Ergonomic design 
with 11 programmable buttons Onboard memory, save 
and play Adjustable real-time CPI button Customizable 
OLED display, breathing light LED with 16 million colors

Rapoo dual mode flagship gaming mouse, It has 
extremely powerful performance, V+ Wireless gaming 
technology, LED display can display mouse status in real 
time, all aspects are almost the best in the market. The 
top-level configuration is suitable for professional game 
players and high-end game players



X120PRO
Basic wired combo suitable 
for all occasions and 
applications.



X1800
X1800PlusWireless Optical Mouse 
& Keyboard
Multimedia hotkeys Spill-resistant design 
Long battery life 1000 DPI tracking engine 
Plug-and-forget NANO receive



N200

N200 Optical Mouse
Easy installation 1600 DPI high-
definition tracking engine Anti-slip 
scroll wheel Full-size, ambidextrous

DPI 1000



1620
1620 Wireless Optical 
Mouse
Bilateral symmetry, 
ambidextrous design 
Lateral rub
1000 DPI 
Batteries pre-installed



M100
M100 Silent Multi-mode 
Wireless Mouse
Smart switch between Bluetooth 3.0, 4.0 
and 2.4G ensures stable wireless 
transmission. Simultaneously connects to 
up to 3 devices, and switches among 
them with ease

1300 DPI

Comes in a Blister Box, ideal for Stores 
Shelves

Compact and fashionable, easy to carry, 
suitable for office users, especially who have 
multiple computers / pads, and business trip 
a lot.



MT750
MT7 50S Multi-mode Wireless Mouse
Adjust from 600 to 3200 DPI

2.4G wireless/Bluetooth3.0/Bluetooth4.0. Sensor Laser 
tracking engine

Switch between Bluetooth 3.0, 4.0 and 2.4G Intelligently switch among 
multiple devices Precision on nearly every surface Fully adjustable DPI 
sensor Eco-friendly rechargeable battery

New ID design for superior texture and feel Smart switch between Bluetooth 3.0, 4.0 and 
2.4G ensures stable wireless transmission. Simultaneously connects to up to 4 devices, and 
switches among them with ease. The high-performance laser engine enables MT750Suse on 
virtually any surface. Adjustable real-time DPI button, adjust DPI from 600 to 3200. Side 
wheel, make Microsoft Office/Browser use easier. Suitable for high-end office users, 
especially who have multiple computers / pads.
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